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Abstract

This paper examines a case of phonological opacity in Uyghur that results from an interaction be-
tween backness harmony and a vowel reduction process that converts harmonic vowels into trans-
parent vowels. A large-scale written corpus study shows that although opaque harmony with the
underlying form of a reduced vowel is the dominant pattern, cases of surface-true harmony also ex-
ist. The rate of surface- true harmony varies across roots and is correlated with a number of factors,
including root frequency and morphological composition. These data pose problems for standard ac-
counts of opacity, which do not predict such variation. I propose an analysis where variation emerges
as the result of conflict between lexical knowledge of the harmonizing class of a root and sensitivity
to surface phonotactic constraints. This analysis is implemented in a strictly parallel model using
lexically-indexed constraints, underscoring theoretical connections between opacity and exception-
ality.

1 Introduction

This paper presents an exploratory written corpus study of a phonological pattern in Uyghur (Turkic:
China) whereby a vowel reduction process converts harmonic vowels into transparent vowels, rendering
the vowel harmony pattern opaque. Opaque patterns are of interest to phonological theory because of
the challenges they pose for learning and for certain classes of phonological models. In particular, opac-
ity has been a perpetual difficulty for strictly parallel phonological models such as classical Optimality
Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004), which do not straightforwardly predict its existence.

The paper has two primary goals. The first is to present new empirical data on a case of phonolog-
ical opacity in an understudied language. Uyghur provides a valuable opportunity to study an opaque
pattern at scale using text data, because both vowel reduction and harmony are reflected orthographi-
cally. The data show that although opaque harmony is the majority pattern, there is variability in rates of
opacity both within and between roots: roots sometimes display surface-true harmony. Rates of opacity
are correlated with factors like root frequency and the presence of certain derivational suffixes.

The second is to highlight challenges these data pose for standard theories of opacity, which do not
typically predict such variability. I will outline an analysis that is compatible with the data, where ob-
served variation emerges as the result of conflict between lexical knowledge of the harmonizing class of
a root, and sensitivity to surface phonotactic constraints. In addition to accounting for the various cor-
relates of opacity observed in the corpus, this analysis can be implemented in a strictly parallel model
using lexically-indexed constraints. This aligns with previous proposals that lexical factors play a funda-
mental role in opaque phenomena, and underscores the theoretical connections between opacity and
exceptionality (Łubowicz, 2003; Sanders, 2003; Mielke et al., 2003; Pater, 2014; Nazarov, 2019).

I thank Bruce Hayes, Kie Zuraw, Adam McCollum, Tim Hunter, Eric Bakovic, Travis Major, Canaan Breiss, and the attendees
of AMP 2020, mfm 2022, UCLA Phonology Seminar, and the Berkeley Phorum for their feedback at various stages of this project;
Jonathan Washington for his help with the Apertium transducer; Tyler Carson, Daniela Zokaeim, and Rutvik Gandhasri for their
work on the webscrapers; and Gülnar Eziz, Mahire Yakup, Gulnisa Nazarova, and other members of the Uyghur community
for sharing their language and culture with me. This research was supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada.
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Section 2 provides background on phonological opacity. Section 3 describes the processes of back-
ness harmony and vowel reduction in Uyghur, and how they interact to produce opacity. Section 4
presents the results of a large written corpus study looking at rates of opacity. Section 5 discusses why
these results are challenging for standard theories of opacity. Section 6 presents an analysis of the corpus
data. Finally, Section 7 discusses implications for theories of opacity in general, and how future research
might proceed.

2 Phonological opacity

Opacity is a type of structured phonological exceptionality. Kiparsky (1971, 1973) defines it as follows:

(1) Assume a phonological rule R: A → B / C D. R is opaque iff there are surface forms with either:

a. A in the environment C D (underapplication opacity)

b. B derived from A in environments other than C D (overapplication opacity)

Opacity arises when either a conditioned alternation appears not to occur despite its conditions be-
ing met, or appears to occur when its conditions have not been met.

Kiparsky (1973) associated opacity of types (1a) and (1b) with counterfeeding and counterbleeding
rule orders respectively. In counterfeeding opacity, the structural conditions for rule R to apply are cre-
ated by a different ruleP that applies afterR: hence the necessary conditions are not met whenR applies.
Changing the rule ordering such that P applied before R would produce a feeding order where R applies
transparently to the conditioning environment produced by P.

In counterbleeding opacity, the conditions for R are met when it applies, but are subsequently al-
tered by a different rule Q that applies after R. Changing the rule ordering such that Q applies before R
would produce a bleeding order where R transparently fails to apply becauseQ removes its conditioning
environment.

More recently, interest in opacity has stemmed from debates on the merits of serial models such as
SPE-style rules (e.g., Chomsky & Halle, 1968) vs. parallel models such as Optimality Theory (e.g., Prince
& Smolensky, 1993/2004). Parallel models have difficulty correctly predicting cases of counterbleeding
opacity, which generally produce faithfulness violations with no corresponding markedness repairs to
motivate them. They also have difficulty with most types of counterfeeding opacity, which fail to repair
a markedness violation whose repair is evident elsewhere.

A number of theoretical mechanisms have been proposed to handle these cases, including mech-
anisms that incorporate some degree of serialism into OT, such as sympathy (McCarthy, 1999), stratal
OT (Kiparsky, 2000; Bermúdez-Otero, 2003; Nazarov & Pater, 2017; Bermúdez-Otero, 2018), candidate
chain theory (McCarthy, 2007), and serial markedness reduction (Jarosz, 2014), as well as purely paral-
lel mechanisms, such as constraint conjunction (Kirchner, 1996), paradigm uniformity (Steriade, 2000),
language-specific constraints (Pater, 2014), or indexed constraints (Nazarov, 2019, 2020, 2021). The need
for such bespoke mechanisms has been seen as a point in favor of serial models, which handle these
cases of opacity without issue (e.g., Vaux, 2008).

Although counterfeeding and counterbleeding orderings are the best known configurations that re-
sult in opacity, the typologies of opacity enumerated in Baković (2007, 2011) and Baković and Blumenfeld
(2019) show that these orderings are neither sufficient nor necessary conditions for opacity. They iden-
tify a number of cases of overapplication opacity that are not predicted by SPE-style rule ordering, and
some which are only able to be described by parallel models. Thus the characterization of opacity as a
unique challenge for parallel models is a simplification, though accurate in broad strokes.

In light of the lack of a unified account of opacity from either serial or parallel theories, Baković (2007)
suggests that the field focus on Kiparsky’s claim that opaque patterns are more difficult to learn than
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transparent ones. The basic motivation for this claim is that phonological processes that interact in an
opaque fashion make generalization about those processes difficult: opaque forms constitute exceptions
to otherwise robust generalizations. Kiparsky (1971) supports this claim by presenting a number of cases
of historical change where an opaque process is reanalyzed as a transparent one.

Subsequent research has presented evidence that opaque processes are learned as phonemic con-
trasts or lexicalized patterns rather than productive rules (e.g., Hooper/Bybee, 1976; Mielke et al., 2003;
Sanders, 2003; Sumner, 2003; Zhang, 2019; Bowers, 2019), though evidence also exists that some opaque
processes are applied productively in language games and other contexts (e.g., Donegan & Stampe, 1979;
Al-Mozainy, 1981; Vaux, 2011).

3 Opacity in Uyghur backness harmony

Uyghur is a southeastern Turkic language spoken by over 12 million people in the Xinjiang Uyghur Au-
tonomous Region in the People’s Republic of China, neighboring countries such as Kazakhstan and Kyr-
gyzstan, and various diasporic communities (Engesæth et al., 2009/2010; Nazarova & Niyaz, 2013). It has
SOV word order with highly agglutinative morphology that is almost exclusively suffixing.

The opaque phenomenon under consideration arises from the interaction of two independent pro-
cesses: backness harmony and vowel reduction. I will introduce these processes separately before demon-
strating how their interaction leads to opacity.

The reader is referred to Mayer et al. (accepted) for a more detailed description of Uyghur phonology.

3.1 Segments involved in backness harmony

Like most Turkic languages, Uyghur has backness harmony. Native Turkic roots tend to be harmonic, but
extensive borrowing has resulted in a high degree of root-internal disharmony. As a consequence, back-
ness harmony is most evident as a morphophonological process, where, broadly speaking, segments in
many suffixes must agree in backness with the roots they attach to (e.g., Lindblad, 1990; Hahn, 1991a,
1991b; Engesæth et al., 2009/2010; Abdulla et al., 2010).

Front Back
Unrounded Round Unrounded Round

High i y u

Mid e ø o
Low æ A

Table 1: The Uyghur vowel system. Harmonizing vowels are underlined.

Front Back

Voiceless k q
Voiced g K

Table 2: Harmonizing Uyghur consonants

Segments that participate in backness harmony are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The underlined vowels
in Table 1 serve as harmony triggers (that is, they determine the backness of suffixes attached to roots
containing them), while the non-bolded vowels are transparent to harmony. The harmonizing conso-
nants may also serve as harmony triggers, though they tend to be weaker than vowels. This paper will
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focus primarily on harmony driven by vowels. In addition to serving as triggers of harmony, the harmo-
nizing vowels and consonants both emerge as the outcome of harmony in harmonizing suffixes.

3.2 A description of Uyghur backness harmony

The examples of harmony below include the locative suffix /-DA/ (surface forms: [-tA], [-dA], [-tæ], [-
dæ]), the plural suffix /-lAr/ (surface forms: [-lAr], [-lær]), or the dative suffix /-GA/ (surface forms: [-qA],
[-KA], [-kæ], [-gæ]). I assume that /A/ is unspecified for the feature [back], /D/ for [voice], and /G/ for
either (Archangeli, 1988). Voicing alternations in the initial segment are caused by voice assimilation,
and are orthogonal to harmony.

The basic characterization of backness harmony is that suffixes must agree in backness with the final
front /y ø æ/ or back /u o A/ harmonizing root vowel.

(2) Simple front harmonizing forms
tyr-dæ ‘type-LOC’

pæn-lær ‘science-PL’
munbær-gæ ‘podium-DAT’

(3) Simple back harmonizing forms
pul-KA ‘money-DAT’
top-qA ‘ball-DAT’

ætrAp-tA ‘surroundings-LOC’

The vowels /i e/ are transparent to harmony. They do not serve as harmony triggers, but allow the
harmonic value of preceding segments to “pass through” them.1

(4) Front roots with transparent vowels
mæsÙit-tæ ‘mosque-LOC’
ymid-lær ‘hope-PL’

mømin-gæ ‘believer-DAT’

(5) Back roots with transparent vowels
student-lAr ‘student-PL’
uniwersitet-tA ‘university-LOC’
Amil-KA ‘element-DAT’

Roots without any harmonizing segments typically take back suffixes, but some take front suffixes
(see McCollum, 2021; Mayer et al., 2022).

(6) Neutral roots that take back suffixes
sir-lAr ‘secret-PL’
din-KA ‘religion-DAT’
hejt-tA ‘festival-LOC’
pePil-lAr ‘verb-PL’
tip-qA ‘type-DAT’

(7) Neutral roots that take front suffixes
biz-gæ ‘us-DAT’

bilim-gæ ‘knowledge-DAT’

welisipit-lær ‘bicycle-PL’

1Jonathan Washington (p.c.) notes that there is uncertainty about the status of /e/ as a transparent vowel; it typically shows
up in relevant environments only in loanwords, which often have idiosyncratic harmonizing behavior. The apparent trans-
parency may be due to lexical rather than phonological factors.
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Back suffixes appear to be the unmarked class in Uyghur. There has been a general diachronic shift in
the population of neutral roots towards back suffixes (Lindblad, 1990), and recent loanwords that lack
strong harmonizing segments typically take back suffixes.

3.3 Vowel reduction

The second process that contributes to opacity in the Uyghur harmony system is vowel reduction or
raising, which raises the low vowels /A æ/ to [i] in medial open syllables in derived environments.

(8) /A/ vowel reduction
bAlA ‘child’ bAli-ni ‘child-ACC’
ApA ‘mom’ Api-si ‘mom-3.POSS’
ANlA-S ‘listen-GER’ ANli-di ‘listen-3.SG.PST’
qArA-S ‘look-GER’ qAri-di ‘look-3.SG.PST’

(9) /æ/ vowel reduction
Apæt ‘disaster’ Apit-i ‘disaster-3.POSS’
mewæ ‘fruit’ mewi-si ‘fruit-3.POSS’
søzlæ-S ‘talk-GER’ søzli-di ‘talk-3.SG.PST’
kyÙæ-S ‘strive-GER’ kyÙi-di ‘strive-3.SG.PST’

The underlying form cannot in general be predicted from forms where vowel reduction could have
applied, as many words have underlying /i/ in these positions, as in /tAksi/ ‘taxi’ or /æsli/ ‘origin’. Certain
roots resist raising categorically; in the current paper we consider only roots that undergo raising.

3.4 Opaque interactions between backness harmony and vowel reduction

Vowel reduction has the potential to introduce opaque behavior into the vowel harmony system. Con-
sider, for example, the root /AKinæ/ ‘friend’. The final vowel raises without exception:

(10) /AKinæ-ni/ → [AKini-ni] ‘friend-ACC’

What happens for forms such as /AKinæ-DA/ ‘friend-LOC’, where the vowel in the suffix must har-
monize with the final vowel in the root? There are two possibilities: opaque harmony according to the
underlying form of the root and surface-true harmony according to the raised form of the root.

A rule ordering where harmony precedes raising predicts the opaque form [AKinidæ]:

(11) Harmony precedes raising
UR /AKinæ-DA/
Harmony AKinæ-dæ
Raising AKini-dæ
SR [AKini-dæ]

This opacity is precisely the kind that classical OT has difficulty accounting for: there is an explicit
markedness violation (failure to harmonize), with no apparent motivation (cf. forms like /tAksi-DA/ →
[tAksidA] ‘taxi-LOC’).

If raising instead precedes backness harmony, we would expect surface-true form [AKini-dA]:

(12) Raising precedes harmony
UR /AKinæ-DA/
Raising AKini-DA
Harmony AKini-dA
SR [AKini-dA]
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This surface-true harmony is straightforward to represent in both serial and parallel models.

3.5 Past work on opacity in Uyghur

Which of these patterns do we observe in Uyghur? Pedagogical materials do not generally discuss these
cases in any detail, since roots that can generate opaque harmony are a relatively small slice of the lexi-
con. Those that do suggest that opacity is the correct outcome (e.g., Hahn, 1991b, Section 4.3.5). Hahn
describes this in terms of roots falling into a particular ‘harmonic category’, with vowel reduction pro-
cesses ‘disguising’ otherwise obvious clues to this category.

As is typical for opaque phenemona (Kiparsky, 1971, 1973; Mielke et al., 2003), the rule ordering
that produces opaque harmony reflects the relative diachronic development of each process. Backness
harmony is an ancient property of Turkic languages (e.g., Clauson, 1972), while raising appears to be
a newer phenomenon in Uyghur: Chagatay, the closest direct ancestor to Uyghur, had no such raising
process (Bodrogligeti, 2001). Opaque harmony thus maintains historical patterns of root backness at the
cost of surface disharmony.

The exception to this is that certain suffixes in Uyghur, such as the diminutive /-Ùæ/ and the adjec-
tival suffix /-Anæ/ have been described as displaying surface-true harmony as in raised forms (Hahn,
1991b; Vaux, 2000; Halle et al., 2000; Hall & Ozburn, 2018).2

(13) Transparent harmony in raised /-Ùæ/
/bAK-Ùæ-DA/ → [bAKÙidA] ‘park-DIM-LOC’

cf. /bAK-Ùæ-m-DA/ → [bAKÙæmdæ] ‘park-DIM-1.SG.POSS-LOC’

Uyghur speakers I have worked with agree that opaque harmony is the prescriptively correct form.
However, in addition to the suffixes above, speakers have identified certain forms where surface-true
harmony is mandatory (e.g. /ærzAn-i-GA/ → [ærzinigæ] ‘cheap (ones)-3.POSS-DAT’) or both surface
and opaque harmony are acceptable (/æzAn-i-GA/ → [æziniKA]/[æzinigæ] ‘call to prayer-3.POSS-DAT’).
These observations of variability were one of the motivations for the corpus study presented below.

Theoretical work on the interaction between vowel reduction and harmony has claimed that there is
an asymmetry between vowels (Vaux, 2000; Halle et al., 2000; Hall & Ozburn, 2018): raised /æ/ is opaque
and continues to behave as a front vowel trigger, while raised /A/ is transparent, behaving identically to
underlying /i/. However, these claims have been based off only eight data points collected from a single
speaker, and the empirical validity of these data is unclear (see Mayer, 2021, Section 3.3.7). One of the
main goals of this paper is to put claims about opacity in Uyghur on stronger empirical footing.

In addition to being an important empirical question, a better understanding of this pattern is valu-
able from a theoretical perspective: opaque patterns such as the one in (11) are not predicted to exist by
many strictly parallel phonological models, and indeed, the Uyghur pattern has been used to argue in
favor of serial models (Vaux, 2000). Before we turn to the empirical data, the next section describes the
problems opaque patterns like (11) pose for parallel models.

3.6 Modeling opacity in serial and parallel models

The kind of opacity shown in (11) is straightforward to represent in serial rule-based models: the rule or
rules driving harmony are simply ordered before the rule that drives raising. An analysis under such a
model is fundamentally identical to the derivation in (11).

2/-Ùæ/-final stems are sometimes repaired to be internally harmonic: e.g., the root /bAKÙæ/ ‘park’ (lit. ‘orchard-DIM’) is
frequently produced as [bAKÙA].
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This pattern poses challenges for an analysis in classical OT. I will assume a simple constraint that
motivates vowel harmony, which are roughly a combination of the local and non-local AGREE constraints
used by Hayes et al. (2009):

(14) VAGREEBACK: Assess one violation if the harmonizing vowel in a suffix does not match the back-
ness of the final harmonizing vowel in the root.

The following constraints will drive raising:

(15) *UNREDUCED: Don’t have low vowels in medial open syllables.

(16) ID[HEIGHT ]: Don’t change the height of segments in the input.

*UNREDUCED is shorthand for a more detailed analysis of the pressures that drive vowel reduction.
When relevant I will employ a constraint that prevents specified [back] values from being altered.

(17) ID[BACK]: Don’t change the backness of segments in the input.

ID[BACK] prevents underlyingly specified vowels in roots and certain harmony-blocking suffixes
from being altered. This constraint is not violated when a segment underspecified for backness in the
input is assigned a backness value in the output, nor is it violated when /æ A/ are raised to [i]: assuming
that [i] is unspecified for backness, these processes violate DEP and MAX constraints respectively, which
are low-ranked and omitted from the tableaux below.

/APilæ-lAr/ *UNREDUCED VAGREE ID[HEIGHT ]

/ a. APili-lær ∗! ∗
, b. APili-lAr ∗

c. APilæ-lær ∗!
d. APilæ-lAr ∗! ∗

Table 3: Failed tableau for [APili-lær] ‘family-PL’. The sad face indicates the candidate that should have
won, and the bomb indicates that candidate that did win.

These constraints allow Classical OT to derive only surface harmony, as shown in Table 3. The de-
sired candidate [APili-lær] is harmonically bounded by the winning *[APili-lAr], and so will never be the
optimal candidate under any ranking.

An analysis using Stratal OT succeeds in capturing this opacity (Kiparsky, 2000; Bermúdez-Otero,
2003, 2018). Stratal OT divides the grammar into several strata (e.g., the stem, the word, the phrase) and
assigns each of these levels a separate OT grammar, with differing constraint rankings. The outputs of
lower strata serve as the inputs to higher strata. We can capture the opaque pattern here by proposing
that vowel harmony occurs at a lower stratum than vowel reduction, as in Table 4.

I employ this formalism here because it is widely used in the contemporary literature, and because
there is some evidence in Uyghur that raising applies across a larger domain than backness harmony,
which suggests it occurs in a different stratum. For example, in phrases like Adil Hesenge berdi ‘Adil gave
it to Hesen’, the dative -ge [-gæ] may raise to -gi [-gi] in rapid speech (Hahn, 1991b, p. 53).

Thus serial rule-based analyses predict opaque harmony straightforwardly, while strictly parallel
analyses predict only surface-true harmony. Modifications to strictly parallel models that incorporate
some degree of serialism also predict opaque harmony, though they differ in their attribution of the par-
ticular mechanism responsible for it.
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Word stratum
/APilæ-lAr/ ID[BACK] ID[HEIGHT ] VAGREE *UNREDUCED

a. APili-lær ∗! ∗
b. APili-lAr ∗!

� c. APilæ-lær ∗
d. APilæ-lAr ∗! ∗

Phrase stratum
/APilæ-lær/ ID[BACK] *UNREDUCED VAGREE ID[HEIGHT ]

� a. APili-lær ∗ ∗
b. APili-lAr ∗! ∗
c. APilæ-lær ∗!
d. APilæ-lAr ∗! ∗ ∗

Table 4: Tableaux for the derivation of [aPili-lær] ‘family-PL’ at the word stratum (top) and phrase stra-
tum (bottom). At the word stratum, the constraint driving raising is ranked below its corresponding
faithfulness constraint, meaning harmony applies but raising does not. The output from the word stra-
tum serves as the input to the tableau for the phrase stratum. At this stratum, the constraint driving
raising is now ranked above its corresponding faithfulness constraint, meaning raising can apply.

4 A corpus study of opacity in Uyghur backness harmony

In order to investigate the interaction of vowel reduction and backness harmony, I performed a corpus
study using three large text corpora.3.

Uyghur uses a number of different orthographies depending on where it is written (Perso-Arabic,
Cyrillic, or Latin). In each of these, the alternations conditioned by the raising and harmony processes
are represented orthographically. Hence text corpora allow us to gather large-scale empirical data on
their interaction.

The first corpus was generated from the Radio Free Asia (RFA) Uyghur language website.4 RFA is
a US-sponsored non-profit news organization. The second was generated from the website of Uyghur
Awazi (Uyghur Voice), an Uyghur-language newspaper published in Almaty, Kazakhstan.5 The third was
generated from Uyghur Akadémiyisi (Uyghur Academy), a legal research organization that publishes ar-
ticles on Uyghur culture and politics.6

Corpora were generated from the websites using web scrapers: software that, given a starting URL,
instructions for how to navigate between pages, and instructions for which information to retrieve from
each page, can download content from all pages on a site, or multiple sites. Such programs are useful for
generating corpora from publicly available internet resources, in formats that are useful to researchers.

There are separate web scrapers for the Uyghur Awazi,7 RFA,8 and Uyghur Academy9 websites. These
scrapers were written by undergraduate research assistants at UCLA and UCI.10 in collaboration with the
author.

A summary of the contents of each corpus is shown in Table 5.

3The code used in this paper can be found at https://github.com/connormayer/uyghurc or por a
4https://www.rfa.org/uyghur/
5http://uyguravazi.kazgazeta.kz/
6https://www.akademiye.org/ug/
7https://github.com/connormayer/uyghurt ool s/tr ee/master /uy g hura w azis cr aper
8https://github.com/yzgncx/RFA-Scraper
9https://github.com/rgandhasri87/UyghurAcademyWebsiteSpider-UG

10Thanks to Daniela Zokaeim, Tyler Carson, and Rutvik Gandhasri for their work on these programs.
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Corpus Article count Word count Date retrieved Orthography
Uyghur Awazi 24,080 4,197,550 January 2020 Latin/Cyrillic

RFA 45,777 7,986,484 July 2022 Perso-Arabic
Uyghur Academy 2,635 2,423,519 July 2022 Perso-Arabic

Table 5: Summary of corpora.11

In addition to the contents of each article, the scrapers retrieved the author, the date, and the URL.

4.1 Parsing the corpora

In order to extract information about the interaction between backness harmony and vowel reduction
from the corpus, I modified an existing Uyghur morphological transducer to detect the backness of suffix
forms (https://github.com/apertium/apertium-uig; Littell et al., 2018; Washington et al., 2019).
This transducer is part of Apertium, a free and open-source rule-based machine translation platform
(https://www.apertium.org).

The transducer maps from surface forms to underlying analyses that consist of roots plus morpho-
logical tags indicating the backness of any harmonizing suffixes. For example, if the input is the surface
form qizingizgha “to your daughter” the output analysis will be qiz<n><px2sg><frm><dat-b>. This
indicates that the root is qiz, a noun <n>, and is suffixed with the 2nd person singular possessive marker
in its formal form <px2sg><frm> followed by the dative suffix in its back form <dat-b>.

The output of the transducer was used to count the frequency of front or back suffixes for each root.
Simple text processing comparing the parsed root and surface forms was used to detect whether vowel
reduction occurred and to extract phonotactic properties of the roots and tokens.

Additional details of the transducer and data processing are presented in Appendix B.

4.2 Quantitative results

4.2.1 Comparing harmonic and disharmonic roots

Here I consider only tokens where (a) the final two harmonizing elements of the root are vowels; (b) the
underlying final vowel in the root is either /æ/ or /A/; (c) the final vowel undergoes raising; and (d) the
raised vowel is followed by at least one harmonizing suffix.

Fig. 1 breaks down parsed roots into four classes according to their final two harmonizing vowels:
two back vowels (BB; 774 roots; e.g., /bAlA/ ‘child’), a back vowel followed by a front vowel (BF; 311 roots;
e.g., /Adæt/ ‘custom’), a front vowel followed by a back vowel (FB; 7 roots; e.g., /ærzAn/ ‘cheap’), and two
front vowels (FF; 528 roots; e.g., /sypæt/ ‘quality’). The BF and FB classes have the potential to produce
opaque harmony.

The FB class has very few roots and tokens compared to the others. Roots with this shape are rela-
tively uncommon, and those that exist tend not to undergo raising.12 Fig. 2 breaks down BF and FB roots
by their rates of opaque harmony.

Because the final two vowels in the BB and FF roots agree in backness, opaque harmony and surface
harmony predict the same results. These roots almost categorically take the expected suffix forms. The

11The earlier scrape date for the Uyghur Awazi corpus is due to a recent redesign. This redesign changed the structure of the
site and pages, which requires modifications to the scraper. It was not possible to make these modifications in time for the
submission of this paper.

12Three of these raising FB roots end in the derivational suffix /-dAS/ ‘-mate’, as in [xizmætdAS] ‘officemate’. This suffix may
display idiosyncractic harmonizing behavior in a similar way to the suffixes discussed in the next section, but there is insuffi-
cient data to determine this.
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Figure 1: Suffix harmony choice in tokens where the final root vowel raises, broken down by root class.
Token counts are overlaid on each category.

Figure 2: Histograms showing the distribution of rates of back suffix application in BF and FB roots .

disharmonic FB roots and BF roots behave similarly to BB and FF roots, respectively, but both show
higher rates of surface-true harmony. Chi-squared tests show show significantly different rates of back
suffix choice between BB and FB roots (χ2 = 650.47; df = 1; p < 0.0001) and between FF and BF roots
(χ2 = 4597.6; df = 1; p < 0.0001). Thus the quality of the vowel preceding the raised vowel, and not
just the underlying quality of the raised vowel, affects suffix choice: when the backness of the preceding
vowel conflicts with the backness of the raised vowel, the suffix becomes more likely to agree with the
preceding vowel.

4.2.2 Opacity in derivational suffixes

Recall that previous work on opacity in Uyghur has suggested that certain derivational suffixes like the
dimunitive /-Ùæ/ and the adjectival suffix /-Anæ/ behave idiosyncratically, preferring surface-true har-
mony. Manual inspection of the corpus data revealed a similar pattern for the suffix /-nAmæ/, meaning
‘writings of’ (e.g., baburname “The writings of Babur”). Fig. 3 breaks down harmony rates in the set of BF
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roots according to suffix.13 The suffix /-Ùæ/ rarely displays opaque harmony, aligning with observations
made in the literature. /-Anæ/ and /-nAmæ/ display higher rates of opaque harmony, but not as high as
the general population of BF roots.

Figure 3: Suffix choice in raised BF roots broken down by root-final derivational suffix. ‘Other BF’ refers
to BF roots that do not end in one of the three derivational suffixes. Token counts are overlaid on each
category. The tokens of -che included here all have a preceding B vowel, as in /bAKÙæ/ ‘park’.

4.3 Predicting opacity

In order to identify potential factors that contribute to rates of opacity, I fit a Bayesian mixed-effects lo-
gistic regression model to the set of raised BF and FB tokens with at least one harmonizing suffix attached
(for discussion of the use of logistic regression in modeling categorical corpus data, see Speelman, 2014).
The model was fit in R (R Core Team, 2017) using the brms package (Bürkner, 2017).

Bayesian models treat the statistical parameters of the model as random variables and use sampling
techniques to estimate the posterior distribution over parameter values given the observed data and
prior beliefs about credible parameter values (see, e.g., Kruschke, 2014; Nicenboim & Vasishth, 2016).
The model here uses the default, weakly-informative priors.

I report two common summary statistics. The median, or most credible, value of each parameter,
and the 95% Credible Interval (95% CI): the range in which the central 95% of the sampled parameter
values fall. A 95% CI that does not include 0 is interpreted as meaningful, since it indicates that the
directionality of the effect is highly credible. See Appendix C for more detail on the model, as well as an
analysis of the same data using a non-Bayesian approach.

The dependent variable was coded as either opaque harmony (1) or surface-true harmony (0). An
opaque response was defined as a back suffix attached to a raised FB root, or a front suffix attached to a
raised BF root.

The independent variables were selected based on previous work on Uyghur or other languages with
similar vowel harmony systems:

• The log token frequency of the root in the corpora, normalized to count per million words. This

13The transducer typically includes these suffixes as part of the root.
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was included as a predictor because frequency is often an important driver of phonological vari-
ability (e.g., Coetzee & Kawahara, 2012).

• The proportion of tokens of the root that are raised. This is defined as the number of tokens of a
root containing the raised allomorph divided by the total number of tokens of that root.

For example, the root /Apæt/ ‘disaster’ occurs 1719 times in the corpus. Of these tokens, 544 are
in forms that exhibit raising (e.g., [Apit-i] ‘disaster-3.POSS’) and 1175 are in unraised forms (e.g.,
[Apæt-lær] ‘disaster-PL’). Thus the proportion of raised tokens for this root is 544/1719 = 0.32.

This variable was included based on the observation by Hahn (1991b) that raised forms obscure
the harmonic class of a root.

• The identity of the underlying raised vowel (F or B). This allows us to test the proposal that raised
/A/ is more likely to display surface-true harmony than raised /æ/ (Vaux, 2000).

• The distance between the final two harmonizing root vowels, counted in segments. Previous
work on Uyghur (Mayer, 2021) and languages with similar harmony systems (Hayes et al., 2009;
Rebrus & Törkenczy, 2017, 2021) suggest that the influence of a vocalic harmony trigger in the root
decreases as greater numbers of transparent vowels intervene between it and the following suffix.
In a root like /Apæt/ ‘disaster’ this distance is 1 while in /pAPAlijæt/ ‘activity’ it is 3.

• The distance between the root and the first harmonizing suffix. This is the number of tags be-
tween the final tag of the root and the tag of the first harmonizing suffix. For example, /Apæt-
i-GA/ ‘disaster-3.POSS-DAT’ has a distance of 1 (the non-harmonizing 3.POSS intervenes between
the root and the harmonizing DAT) while /Apæt-GA/ ‘disaster-DAT’ has a distance of 0. Rebrus and
Törkenczy (2017, 2021) found no influence of this factor on harmonizing behavior in Hungarian.

• Whether the root ends in one of the three derivational suffixes discussed above. This was op-
erationalized as three separate boolean variables that indicate whether the root ends in /-Ùæ/,
/-Anæ/, and /-nAmæ/, respectively.

Random intercepts were defined for:

• The author of the article from which the token was drawn. This controls for different rates of opac-
ity across writers. See Appendix E for considerations of authorship attribution. Because authors
within each corpus are unique, a random effect for source corpus is unnecessary.

• Root identity. This controls for the idiosyncratic tendencies of roots that are not captured by the
dependent variables.

The results shown in Table 6 suggest several frequency-related influences on opacity rates: more
frequent roots are more likely to harmonize opaquely, but roots that frequently occur in their raised
forms, with the underlying vowel identity obscured, are less likely to harmonize opaquely.

There are also phonological contributions. The model shows that underlying identity of the raised
vowel is a significant predictor of opaque harmony, with underlying back vowels being less likely to har-
monize opaquely (cf. Vaux, 2000). The distance between the final two harmonizing vowels in the root
is also positively correlated with rates of opacity: as the disharmonic vowel in the root becomes further
from the suffix, its influence decreases.

Finally, there is also evidence for morphological influences on opacity rates. The three derivational
suffixes described above each produce greater rates of surface-true harmony than the general population
of roots, and the specific rates vary between suffixes.
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Term Median 95% CI
Intercept 4.79 [3.16,6.47]
Log token count 0.32 [0.12,0.51]
Proportion raised -2.21 [−3.72,−0.73]
Final vowel (reference level BF) -3.68 [−6.36,−1.11]
Root vowel distance 0.79 [0.40,1.21]
Suffix distance -1.29 [−1.45,−1.13]
Has -ane -4.64 [−6.83,−2.65]
Has -name -2.10 [−3.30,−0.89]
Has -che -9.59 [−11.55,−7.74]
Author (standard deviation) 1.01 [0.76,1.32]
Root (standard deviation) 2.35 [1.98,2.80]

Table 6: Statistical results from a mixed-effects logistic regression model whose parameters were esti-
mated using Bayesian inference. The median is the most commonly sampled value, and the 95% Credi-
ble Interval shows the central range in which 95% of the sample values occur. A credible interval that does
not contain zero is interpreted as a meaningful effect. The coefficients here are the estimated change in
the log odds of opaque harmony given a unit increase in the corresponding variable, where the log odds

are defined as log P (opaque harmony)
1−P (opaque harmony) . Positive values indicate an increased likelihood of opaque harmony,

while negative values indicate a decreased likelihood.

The distance between the root and the first harmonizing suffix is negatively correlated with opacity,
which is unexpected given results from Rebrus and Törkenczy (2017, 2021). Because the majority of roots
that can generate opacity are BF roots, I suspect this tendency might reflect an increased preference for
the use of the default back suffix forms as distance between root and harmonizing suffix increases.

5 Theoretical challenges of these data

Given the quantitative results described above, a descriptively adequate (Chomsky, 1965) model of opac-
ity in Uyghur should be able to account for the following properties:

• The majority of raised tokens harmonize opaquely, but cases of surface-true harmony also exist.

• The rate of opaque harmony varies across roots. This variation is correlated with a number of
phonological and morphological factors, as well as frequency.

As shown in Section 3.6, both serial rule ordering and extensions of OT such as Stratal OT can predict
either categorical surface-true harmony or categorical opaque harmony, but neither straightforwardly
predicts the properties above. In fact, that any variability in rates of opacity exists at all is quite sur-
prising under these analyses, since variation in the order of rules/strata is not expected (e.g., if backness
harmony occurs at the word stratum and raising at the phrase stratum, then raising should never precede
harmony).

Although it is likely possible to produce a descriptively adequate serial analysis that captures these
properties by introducing the necessary theoretical machinery, such as probabilistic rule or stratum re-
ordering, such modifications are likely to be ad hoc. A model that is explanatorily adequate will predict
these properties rather than simply encode them. The next section briefly outlines such a model.
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6 An analysis of opacity in the corpus

Backness harmony is typically treated as a phonological process (e.g., van der Hulst, 2016): whether
a root takes front or back suffix allomorphs depends on which variant will minimize resulting surface
disharmony (by some criteria), as in the simple model presented in Section 3.6. I will refer to this as the
phonological component of backness harmony.

There are cases, however, where surface phonological properties are not sufficient to determine har-
monizing behavior. In Uyghur, for example, the pair of words /sir/ ‘secret’ and /bir/ ‘one’ are nearly
identical: however, the former takes back suffixes (e.g., [sirlAr] ‘secret-PL’), while the latter takes front
suffixes (e.g., [birgæ] ‘one-DAT’). Similarly, while the majority of roots containing no harmonizing vow-
els and a velar consonant /k g/ take front suffixes (e.g., [kir-gæ] ‘dirt-DAT’), a smaller number take back
suffixes (e.g., [gips-qA] ‘plaster-DAT’).

Hayes (2016) uses the term zones of variation to describe similar roots in Hungarian. Because their
harmonic class is at best partially predictable from phonological properties, speakers disproportionately
rely on lexical knowledge: that /sir/ takes back suffixes while /bir/ takes front suffixes must simply be
memorized as a fact about each root. A consequence is that such roots typically display higher degrees
of variability in suffix choice, particularly in wug tests where lexical knowledge is absent.

In this sense, backness harmony is similar to lexical class systems like grammatical gender. Roots can
be thought of as falling into one of two harmonic classes (front or back) according to which suffix forms
they take. I will refer to this as the lexical component of backness harmony.

Speakers simultaneously learn the lexical and phonological components of the harmony system (e.g.,
Zuraw, 2000). In the vast majority of cases in Uyghur, these components favor the same suffix choices.
In a smaller number of cases, such as the zones of variation described above, the phonological compo-
nent is less informative and lexical knowledge plays a larger role. The opaque forms discussed in this
paper are cases where the phonological and lexical components actively conflict: in a case like /Apæt-
i-GA/ ‘disaster-3.POSS-DAT’, the phonological component favors [ApitiKA] because it is harmonic, while
the lexical component favors the disharmonic [Apitigæ] because the root falls in the class of front har-
monizers.

6.1 Modeling variable rates of opacity using lexically-indexed constraints

The model below will use Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar (henceforth MaxEnt; Goldwater &
Johnson, 2003), a variant of Optimality Theory with numeric constraint weights (Pater, 2009).14 Higher
weights indicate a greater penalty for constraint violation. MaxEnt uses these weights and violation pro-
files to compute probability distributions over output candidates. See Appendix F for more detail.

The phonological component will be modeled using the simple VAGREE and *UNRAISED constraints
introduced in Section 3.6. Because all roots undergo raising categorically, the ID constraints receive
weights of zero and are omitted.

Lexical knowledge about the harmonic class of individual roots is modeled using lexically indexed
constraints (e.g., Kraska-Szlenk, 1997; Ito & Mester, 1999; Pater, 2010; Moore-Cantwell & Pater, 2016).
These are constraints that bear an index, and may only be violated by morphemes that bear the same in-
dex. The use of these constraints allows general phonological knowledge to be separated from idiosyn-
cratic lexical knowledge in the grammar, and they have previously been applied in studies of opacity
(Pater, 2014; Nazarov, 2019, 2020, 2021).

Assume the following pair of constraints:

(18) HARMONIZEBACKi : Assess one violation if a front suffix is attached to a root with index i .

14The analysis is in principle compatible with any OT framework with numerically-weighted constraints.
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(19) HARMONIZEFRONTi : Assess one violation if a back suffix is attached to a root with index i .

The relative weight of these constraints reflects the certainty of the harmonic class of the root indexed
by i . Identical weights indicate maximum uncertainty about class membership.

/APilæi -lAr/ Pred. Obs. H VAGREEBACK HARMBACKi HARMFRONTi

Freq. Freq. w = 5 w = 0 w = 14.17

APili-lær 2898 2898 5 1 1 0
APili-lAr 0 0 14.17 0 0 1

Table 7: Tableau for the consistently opaque form /APilæ-lAr/ ‘family-PL’.

/AhAlæ j -lAr/ Pred. Obs. H VAGREEBACK HARMBACK j HARMFRONT j

Freq. Freq. w = 5 w = 2.78 w = 9.08

AhAli-lær 1969 1971 7.78 1 1 0
AhAli-lAr 537 535 9.08 0 0 1

Table 8: Tableau for the variably opaque form /AhAlæ-lAr/ ‘resident-PL’.

Tables 7 and 8 demonstrate how the relative weights of the HARMONIZE constraints determine the
rate of opaque harmony. In Table 7, the large relative weights indicate total certainty that /APilæ/ takes
front suffixes, and thus opaque harmony is categorical despite the resulting surface harmony violation.
In Table 8, the smaller relative weights indicate less certainty in the lexical class membership: thus we
see a relatively high rate of predicted surface-true harmony. Note that if the weight of VAGREEBACK were
set to 0, near-categorical opaque harmony would be predicted in Tableau 8.15

6.2 Weighting the indexed constraints

The previous section showed how varying the relative weights of the indexed HARMONIZEBACK and HAR-
MONIZEFRONT constraints produces different rates of opacity across roots. We now turn to the question
of how these weights might be learned from data.

Because the weights of these constraints reflect certainty of class membership, it is natural to think
of them in terms of probabilities. Let P (HC|x) be a probability distribution over harmonic classes HC∈
{FRONT, BACK} given a root x. We will assume that the weights of these constraints are proportional to
P (HC|x), and hence inversely proportional to one another, as follows:

wHARMONIZEBACKi ∝ P (HC = BACK|xi )

wHARMONIZEFRONTi ∝ P (HC = FRONT|xi )

∝ 1−P (HC = BACK|xi )

When P (HC = BACK|xi ) ≈ P (HC = FRONT|xi ) and there is high uncertainty about the class, the weights of
the constraints will be roughly the same. When the probability of one class is greater than the other, the
weights will change proportionally.

How do we determine P (HC|x)? That is, what properties are speakers sensitive to when determin-
ing the harmonic class of a root? I speculate here on a number of potentially relevant factors based on
previous research on grammatical gender classification and the results from the corpus study:

15The reader might find it helpful to calculate the predicted frequencies under this weighting based on the equations in
Appendix F.
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• The distribution of the root (Kupish et al., 2022, refer to this as structural cues): do we typically see
this root with front suffixes or back suffixes?

• Phonotactic properties of the root. Root phonotactics often provide useful clues to lexical class
(e.g., Becker & Dow, 2013; Becker & Gouskova, 2016; Kupish et al., 2022), though the extent to
which they are predictive varies between languages.

Phonotactics in Uyghur are often highly predictive of harmonic class: if a root ends in a back vowel,
you can be quite certain that it will belong to the class of back harmonizers, even if you have never
encountered a suffixed form.

• Morphological composition of the root. Previous work suggests that morphological composition
influences gender classification (e.g., Meunier et al., 2008; Becker & Dow, 2013). In Uyghur, cer-
tain derivational suffixes are more prone to surface-true harmony than others. This may relate
to whether these derived forms are treated as roots in their own right, in which case opaque har-
mony might be expected, or as roots with disharmonic suffixes, in which case surface-true har-
mony would be preferred.

• Prior biases: Back harmony is the default class in Uyghur, and speakers may encode an overall
preference for this class.

The frequency-based effects observed in the corpus study may connect to each of these factors: roots
that occur more frequently provide greater evidence of their harmonic class; roots that occur more fre-
quently in their unraised form provide greater evidence of their phonotactic properties; and the relative
frequency of root and derived forms has been shown to predict morphological decomposability (e.g.,
Hay, 2001). Thus frequency plays an important role in this model, similar to other models of phonologi-
cal variability (e.g., Coetzee & Kawahara, 2012).

6.3 Validating the model

To validate the model, I fit six simple MaxEnt models to the set of raised BB, BF, FB, and FF tokens from
the corpora that had at least one harmonizing suffix. For simplicity, tokens for each root were aggregated
based on whether they had front or back suffixes. This means the models do not consider the identity or
number of suffixes.

The models are:

1. A surface model of harmony which contains a VAGREE constraint that mandates surface-true har-
mony. This model is only sensitive to surface properties of the output.

2. An opaque model that contains the HARMONIZEBACK and HARMONIZEFRONT constraints. The
weights of the HARMONIZE constraints are shared by all roots, and violations of these constraints
are based only on the underlying identity of the final vowel (e.g., attaching a back suffix to a root
will violate HARMONIZEFRONT if the underlying final vowel is F, but not if it’s B). This model is thus
sensitive only to underlying vowel identity when choosing suffixes.

3. A lexical model. This uses the same constraints as the opaque model, except that (a) suffixed forms
always violate their corresponding HARMONIZE constraint (e.g., forms with a back suffix always
violate HARMONIZEFRONT); and (b) the global weights of the HARMONIZE constraints are scaled by
P (HC|x) for each root. This model is sensitive only to P (HC|x) when determining suffix choice.
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4. An opaque-surface model that combines the constraints in the opaque and surface models. This
model allows independent contributions from both phonological and lexical factors, but lexical
factors are entirely restricted to the identity of the final root vowel.

5. A lexical-surface model that combines the constraints in the lexical and surface models. This
model allows independent contributions from phonological and lexical factors, but the strength of
the lexical factors differ between roots. This corresponds to the analysis presented in this paper.

6. An oracle model where the probability of each form equal is set to its empirical frequency. This
gives the maximum likelihood estimate of the data.

In order to estimate P (HC|x) for each root, I trained a logistic regression model to predict the likeli-
hood of observing each root with a back suffix based on properties of the root. This model is described in
more detail in Appendix G. Crucially, this model was trained on the entire set of BB, BF, FB, and FF roots,
not just raised tokens. The generalizations learned by the model thus reflect the general harmonizing
behavior of the roots, not just their behavior in raised contexts.

Models were fit using the maxent.ot R package (Mayer & Zuraw, in prep). Table 9 shows the number
of free parameters, log likelihood, and Bayesian Information Criterion (Burnham & Anderson, 2004) of
the fitted models. BIC is a metric used in model selection that considers the number of free parameters
and the fit to the data. Lower values are preferred, and a difference of > 10 is considered large.

Model k Log Likelihood BIC
Surface 1 −114,333 228,679
Opaque 2 −13,686 27,397
Lexical 2 −12,039 24,104
Opaque-surface 3 −11,378 22,794
Lexical-surface 3 −10,003 20,044
Oracle 1620 −5,482 30,965

Table 9: Results for each model. k is the number of free parameters fitted to the data.17Higher log likeli-
hoods indicate better model fit. BIC is a numeric criterion for comparing models, where lower values are
better. n = 230,161 in all cases. The number of parameters for the oracle model is equal to the number
of roots.

These results show that the variability in the data is better accounted for by models where (a) both
phonological and lexical considerations influence suffix choice; and (b) the strength of the lexical com-
ponent varies across roots according to P (HC|x).

7 Discussion

Based on the results of the corpus study, this paper suggests that the opacity observed in Uyghur back-
ness harmony is not strictly a phonological phenomenon: it is best analyzed as an interaction between
phonological pressures towards surface-true harmony and lexical knowledge of the harmonic class of a
root.

The analysis presented here is not only able to correctly model root-specific rates of opacity, but also
accounts for the relationship of these rates to factors such as frequency and morphological composition.

17A more conservative estimate of k for the lexical models might include the free parameters in the logistic regression model
used to calculate P (HC|x). This would mean k = 10,BIC = 24,203 for the lexical model and k = 11,BIC = 20,142 for the lexical-
surface model.
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Speakers have been shown to be sensitive to these factors when determining the grammatical gender
of a stem. If Uyghur speakers face a similar task when determining the harmonic class of a stem, the
influence of these factors is to be expected.

When considering root-specific behavior in the Hungarian vowel harmony system, Hayes and Londe
(2006) note that an acceptable analysis must preclude the existence of pathological examples like a sim-
ple B root (e.g., the hypothetical /pAb/) categorically taking front suffixes. The current model allows for
this pathology, to the extent that it is possible to weight the indexed constraints in such a way that this
behavior would be predicted.

Setting aside the question of how such a pathological root could arise in Uyghur in the first place,
even in a case where there is sudden massive and unequivocal distributional evidence for /pAb/ as a
front harmonizer, the model predicts that its long-term survival would be uncertain for two reasons:

1. The phonological component exerts pressure for surface-harmony based on general patterns in
the language.

2. A root like /pAb/ would be highly atypical within the class of Uyghur front roots. This would de-
crease P (HC = FRONT).

Both of these factors predict that a root like /pAb/ would be produced with back suffixes at least some
of the time. Over generations this variation would decrease P (HC = FRONT|/pAb/), likely resulting in a
gradual drift towards back suffixation.

The model’s predictions for the future of opacity in Uyghur are less clear. Although total surface-true
harmony would be preferable from this the perspective of the phonology, the zones of variation in the
harmony system preclude a total shift away from lexical factors.

There may also be biases towards the maintenance of this kind of opacity in harmony systems. The
idea that there is pressure for roots to maintain the same harmonic class across allomorphs is closely
related to a principle based on vowel harmony in Hungarian stated by Rebrus and Törkenczy (2017,
2021):

(20) Harmonic Uniformity: The harmonic class of a [suffixed] form is identical to that of its root (=
monomorphemic base) (Rebrus & Törkenczy, 2017, p. 142).

Lexically-indexed HARMONIZE constraints mandate a similar property: the harmonic class of a root
should remain identical across its allomorphs, even when doing so produces surface disharmony.

7.1 Implications for phonological theory

Opacity in the analysis presented above is modeled using lexically-indexed constraints, which were ini-
tially proposed to deal with phonological exceptionality. Although opacity has historically been repre-
sented using different theoretical mechanisms than exceptionality, the connections between opacity and
exceptionality (and hence the lexicon) has been explored in previous literature (Łubowicz, 2003; Mielke
et al., 2003; Sanders, 2003), and lexically-indexed constraints have been proposed as a tool for modeling
opacity (Pater, 2014; Nazarov, 2019, 2020, 2021). The current paper provides additional evidence for a
fundamental connection between exceptionality and (at least some forms of) opacity. A clearer under-
standing of this relationship might help to unify the variegated types of opaque phenomena observed to
date (Baković, 2011; Baković & Blumenfeld, 2019).

An additional consequence of the treatment of opacity as a type of exceptionality is that it allows the
Uyghur data to be analyzed using a strictly parallel model: the various serial mechanisms that have been
proposed to handle opacity in OT are unnecessary in this case, and, indeed, do not predict the variable
rates of opacity observed in the corpora. If speakers do indeed represent opacity as a type of phonological
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exceptionality, the inability of parallel models to represent opaque phenomenon as a purely phonologi-
cal process may be seen as a point in their favor, rather than a failure.

7.2 Limitations and future directions

Because this is a corpus study, it is necessarily exploratory and does not constitute hypothesis confirma-
tion (see Roettger, 2019, for more on this distinction). Exploratory analyses are most valuable as a tool for
hypothesis generation. It will be important to test the predictions made by the model proposed here in
controlled, experimental contexts. Experimental tasks that probe speakers’ determination of harmonic
class while carefully controlling for the phonological and lexical properties of roots will be informative
in identifying the contributing factors and their relative importance (see Mayer, 2021, Ch. 4 for some
preliminary work in this direction).

An additional limitation of the current study is that it relies on a relatively restricted genre of text:
newspaper and academic articles. It will be valuable to look at opacity in more conversational corpora
of Uyghur when such corpora become available.

Finally, because this study uses corpora where authorship cannot be uniquely determined, it does
not tell us to what extent the variability we observe happens at the level of the individual or in aggregate
across the population. It does, however, tell us where we might expect variation, either within or across
speakers, or both. The sources of this variation can be carefully determined using more granular corpus
or experimental studies.

8 Closing remarks

In addition to its empirical and theoretical contributions, this paper demonstrates the value of taking
a more holistic and comprehensive empirical approach to linguistic data collection and analysis. The
internet has allowed for the proliferation of large amounts of textual data, even for relatively small lan-
guages such as Uyghur. Computational tools such as morphological transducers can allow us to marshal
the complexity inherent in such large data sets, and provide access to new types of empirical data that
allow us to supplement other data sources and measure phonological patterns writ large. Such tools will
become increasingly important as phonological theory continues to develop.
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A Abbreviations

1.SG.POSS = first-person singular possessive, 3.POSS = third-person possessive, 3.SG.PST = third-person
singular past, ACC = accusative, DAT = dative, DIM = diminutive, GER = gerund, LOC = locative, PFV =
perfective, PL = plural, PROG = progressive.

B The Uyghur morphological transducer

This appendix describes the morphological transducer used to analyze the corpora in this paper.
The transducer is a modified version of the apertium-uig transducer (Littell et al., 2018; Washing-

ton et al., 2019). This is implemented using finite-state transducers (FST): specifically, within the HFST
framework (Helsinki Finite State Technology; Linden et al., 2011). A FST is a finite-state automaton (FSA)
that contains two tapes: in this case, one corresponding to underlying analyses and one to surface forms.
Each transition or arc in the transducer has a symbol corresponding to each tape. Either tape may be
designated as the input. The transducer reads the input and takes the appropriate transitions between
states. The symbols on the transitions corresponding to the output tape are written to an output buffer.
If the transducer reaches a valid output state after consuming the entire input, then the contents of the
output buffer are returned.

Any SPE-style system that uses sequences of rewrite rules to map from underlying analyses to surface
forms can be implemented as a finite-state transducer (Johnson, 1972; Kaplan & Kay, 1994). In practice,
this poses several problems, the most serious of which is that although the mapping from an underlying
analysis to a surface form is deterministic given a set of rules, the inverse is not true in general. In fact,
it is possible for a given surface form to correspond to a large, or even infinite, number of underlying
analyses under certain rule systems. This quickly becomes intractable for any practical implementation
of a morphological transducer. The two-level morphology framework (Koskenniemi, 1983, 1984, 1986;
Beesley & Karttunen, 2003), which is implemented in HFST, was designed to mitigate these issues.

Two-level morphology divides the mapping between underlying analyses and surface forms into two
stages. The first stage maps between a morphological analysis and an abstract morphophonological
form, which allows a minimal representation of roots and suffixes. For example, the analysis qiz<dat>
will map to qiz>{G}{A} at this level, where > represents a morpheme boundary and {G} and {A} are essen-
tially archiphonemes. It is this stage that solves the problem of overgeneration of underlying analyses:
every valid underlying root must be explicitly encoded in the transducer.

The output of the first level then serves as input to the next level, which maps abstract morphophono-
logical forms to surface forms. In this case, the phonological rules specified in the transducer will map
{G} to gh and {A} to a, producing the surface form qizgha “to a girl.”

In HFST, the first stage is implemented using the LEXC formalism, while the second is implemented
using the TWOLC formalism. The rules specified at these levels are compiled into FSTs, which are then
compose-intersected to form a single transducer. This transducer will only accept or propose underlying
roots that are specified in the lexicon. Unfortunately, this introduces a degree of brittleness, since the
transducer will not recognize any forms that are not present in the lexicon, and has no means by which
to ‘guess’ the underlying form from the surface form unless augmented with additional tools.

The transducer can also map in the oppposite direction: between surface forms and underlying anal-
yses that consist of roots plus morphological tags. For example, if the input is the surface form qizin-
gizgha “to your daughter” the output analysis will be qiz<n><px2sg><frm><dat> (I use Latin orthog-
raphy throughout this section rather than IPA, since it more closely reflects the input to the transducer).
This indicates that the root is qiz, a noun <n>, and is suffixed with the 2nd person singular possessive
marker in its formal form <px2sg><frm> followed by the dative suffix <dat>.
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B.1 Modifying the transducer

I modified this transducer to detect the harmonic quality of suffixes when mapping from surface to un-
derlying forms.18 While a form like qizingizgha maps to qiz<n><px2sg><frm><dat> under the original
transducer, it maps to qiz<n><px2sg><frm><dat-b> under this modified system, indicating that the
dative suffix surfaces in one of its back harmonizing forms (-qa or -gha) rather than one of its front har-
monizing forms (-ke or -ge).

The modified transducer splits each tag corresponding to a harmonizing suffix into three different
forms corresponding to front variants (e.g., <dat-f>), back variants (e.g., <dat-b>), and ambiguous vari-
ants (e.g., <dat>). These tags are mapped to more restricted, though still abstract, morphological forms
in the first stages. For example, <dat-f> will map to {Gf}{Af}, while <dat-b> will map to {Gb}{Ab}.

The second stage has been modified to map the newly introduced archiphonemes at the first stage
to a restricted set of surface forms with corresponding backness. For example, it maps {Gf} and {Af} to
only front allophones, and {Gb} and {Ab} to only back allophones. In addition, the restrictions the phono-
logical component of the transducer imposes on harmony have been lifted. The original transducer, for
example, would reject a form like *at-ler, “horses”, for being disharmonic. The modified transducer will
simply interpret this as an instance of the front form of the plural suffix.

In a few cases, multiple parses that correspond to identical surface parses were removed from the
transducer for simplicity. Take the word doktur ‘doctor’ as an example. This noun may be parsed as a
nominal (appropriate in cases like doktur chong ‘the doctor is old’), copular form (appropriate in cases
like Adil doktur ‘Adil is a doctor’), and so on. Because such distinctions are not relevant for the current
project, all but the nominal parse was removed.

Finally, the vowel raising processes described in Section 3.3 can obscure the harmonizing quality of
suffixes: for example, the surface realization of /dost-lAr-m/ ‘friend-PL-1.SG.POSS’ is dostlirim, which
does not allow the backness of the plural morpheme to be determined. In such cases the modified trans-
ducer does not attempt to guess the backness of the suffix (i.e., to report either <pl-f> or <pl-b>), but
will instead remain agnostic, simply reporting <pl>.

B.2 Interpreting and sanitizing the transducer output

Applying the transducer to the corpus produces one or more possible parses for each word that the trans-
ducer is able to recognize. The transducer was able to successfully analyze about 2.6 million of the 4.2
million words in the Uyghur Awazi corpus (61%), about 7 million of the 8 million words in the RFA corpus
(87%), and about 1.8 million of the 2.4 million words in the Uyghur Academy Corpus (75%). The typical
reason the transducer would fail to parse a word is because the root is not included in the transducer’s
list of valid roots: this is a key limitation of rule-based parsers. Tokens for which the transducer produced
no parse were discarded.

Additional filtering was done to sanitize the data produced by the transducer. One challenge that
arises is how to deal with multiple analyses in cases where they provide conflicting information about
the root. The surface form orgini, for example, could correspond to underlying /orgAn-i/ ‘organ-3.POSS’
or to /or-GAn-i/ ‘harvest-PFV-3.POSS’ (though the latter is unlikely because it corresponds to the front
form of /-GAn/ attached to an umambiguously back root). I take a maximally conservative approach
and discard all tokens for which such ambiguous parses are possible.

In addition, a number of suffixes are harmony blockers. Such suffixes, like the continuous suffix
/-wAt/, block harmony by failing to harmonize, and impose their own harmonic values on following
suffixes.

18The code for this modified transducer can be found at https://anonymous.4open.science/r/apertium-uig-EF36.
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(21) Harmony blocking /-wAt/
/søzlæ-wAt-GAn/ → [søzlæwAtqAn] ‘speak-PROG-PFV’

cf. /søzlæ-GAn/ → [søzligæn] ‘speak-PFV’

I discard tokens containing such suffixes.
Finally, a number of spurious parses were omitted based on manual inspection of the results. Partic-

ular attention was paid to tokens reflecting surface-true harmony to ensure these were not overcounted.

C Additional details on statistical models

C.1 Posterior samples

The Bayesian models were fit using the default parameters of the brm function. Fig. 4 shows samples
from the posterior for each coefficient.

Figure 4: Plot of samples from the posterior for each model parameter. The dark areas are the median
values, and the shaded areas are the 95% Credible Interval.

C.2 Frequentist analysis

The details of the model here are identical to those described in Section 4, except that the model was
fitted and interpreted using the lmer package.

Whether the effect of each predictor was significant was calculated using the likelihood ratio test,
which can be used to estimate p-values for mixed-effects models. The coefficients of each predictor and
its associated χ2 and p-value are shown in Table 10.
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Term β χ2 p
Intercept 4.83 – –
Log token count 0.33 9.33 < 0.005
Proportion raised -2.14 9.26 < 0.005
Final vowel (reference level BF) -3.71 7.53 < 0.01
Root vowel distance 0.76 14.61 < 0.0005
Suffix distance -1.29 273.36 < 0.0001
Has -ane -4.70 22.04 < 0.0001
Has -name -2.14 11.89 < 0.001
Has -che -9.59 106.16 < 0.0001
Author – 1011.5 < 0.0001
Word – 3827.3 < 0.0001

Table 10: Statistical results from a mixed-effects logistic regression model. Significance testing was
done using the likelihood ratio test. The coefficients here are the estimated change in the log odds of
opaque harmony given a unit increase in the corresponding variable, where the log odds are defined as

log P (opaque harmony)
1−P (opaque harmony) . Positive values indicate an increased likelihood of opaque harmony, while nega-

tive values indicate a decreased likelihood.

D Gradient opacity within a single root

This appendix briefly illustrates examples of variation between opaque and surface-true harmony for a
single root: idare /idAræ/ ‘office, bureau’. When used with the auxiliary verb qilmaq ‘do’, it can also mean
‘to rule’ or ‘to govern’. This root has an overall frequency in the corpora of 1,122/million words and occurs
in its raised form idari [idAri] in 74% of tokens. The high frequency of the raised allomorph is likely due
to the contexts in which this word tends to be used: since it’s common to talk about an office relating
to a person or entity, the root is often realized with the 3.POSS suffix [-si], as in ürümchi sayaset idarisi
‘Ürümchi Tourism Office’.

When it occurs in its raised form with a harmonizing suffix attached, it displays opaque harmony in
about 89% of cases (913 tokens) and surface-true harmony in about 11% of cases (113 tokens).

Below are examples of this root in its unsuffixed form and in its raised form with both opaque and
surface-true harmony. All examples come from the RFA corpus. Translations are my own.

(22) Unsuffixed token of ‘idare’
... döletni qanun arqiliq idare qilish...
‘... the rule of law...” (literally ‘ruling the country by means of the law’)

(23) Opaque token of raised ‘idare’
1980-yillardin boyan merkiziy axbarat idariside ishligen.
“He has worked at the Central Intelligence Agency since the 1980s.”

(24) Surface-true token of raised ‘idare’
Gülnar xanim saqchi idarisida qandaq mu’amilige uchridi?
“What kind of treatment did Gülnar receive at the police station?”

E Authorship in the corpora

Articles in the Awazi corpus are always published published under the anonymous byline admin. The
akadémiye corpus is similar, with a small number of exceptions (resulting in a total of four unique author
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bylines). The RFA corpus provides greater attribution, but commonly uses partially anonymous bylines,
such as muxbirimiz Erkin ‘our reporter Erkin’, resulting in a total of 154 unique author bylines.

These factors make consistent authorship attribution difficult. When coding the authorship variable
used in the mixed effects logistic regression model described in Section 4, I use the listed author name
when available. If no attribution is provided, the author is coded as ‘None_<corpus_name>’ to distin-
guish between unnamed authors in the different corpora.

F Maximum Entropy Optimality Theory

In a Maximum Entropy Optimality Theory grammar, each constraint is associated with a real-valued
weight that represents its strength. In a grammar with N constraints, the weight of the i th constraint can
be notated wi . The function Ci (x, y) returns the number of times an output candidate y for the input x
violates the i th constraint. The harmony H(x, y)of an output candidate y given the input x is:

H(x, y) =
N∑
i

wi Ci (x, y)

where higher values of H(x, y) are associated with more severe constraint violations. The probability of
an output candidate y given input x is

P (y |x) = exp(−H(x, y))∑
z∈Ω exp(−H(z, y))

whereΩ is the set of all possible output candidates given the input x.
The likelihood of a data set under a MaxEnt model can be calculated by multiplying together the

probabilities assigned to each token by the model (or summing them in log space). It is also straight-
forward to learn constraint weights that optimize fit to a dataset: see Hayes and Wilson (2008) for more
details on this learning procedure.

G Estimating P (HC|x)

In the lexical and lexical-surface MaxEnt models described in Section 6.3, a logistic regression model
was used to estimate P (HC|x), the probability of each root x being in the front/back harmonic class. The
model was fitted to predict the proportion of times a root takes a back suffix.

The predictors for the model were:

• Underlying final vowel identity

• Log token count

• Proportion of raised forms

• Whether the root ends in /-nAmæ/, /-Anæ/, or /-Ùæ/

• Interaction terms between underlying vowel identity and log token count, and underlying vowel
identity and proportion of raised forms. These were included because the effect of the log token
count and proportion of raised forms are different depending on the underyling final vowel.

None of these predictors relate to the specific context in which a root is used: they either capture
aggregate properties of its behavior or phonotactic/morphological properties of the root itself. On this
basis I assume the predictions of the model are a reasonable approximation of P (HC|x).

The learned coefficients were:
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Term Coefficient
Intercept 3.35
Final vowel (F) -7.19
Log token count 0.54
Proportion raised -0.77
Has -ane 2.14
Has -name 1.38
Has -che 2.02
Final vowel (F) * Log token count -1.00
Final vowel (F) * Proportion raised 3.74

Table 11: Learned coefficients from the logistic regression model for approximating P (HC|x). The coeffi-
cients are the estimated change in the log odds of a back suffix given a unit increase in the corresponding
variable, where the log odds are defined as log P (back suffix)

1−P (back suffix) . Positive values indicate an increased likeli-
hood of a back suffix, while negative values indicate a decreased likelihood.
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